Exhibitions

January is “Ikuntji Icons 2011” - new works from Ikuntji Artists of Haasts Bluff, February is a Tiwi
Islands month, March is Papunya Tjupi Art month and Mick Quilliam gets another solo exhibition
with us in April. Our current show is “2010 Revisited” that showcases selected stock works from
many regions of the country – it changes by the day as works sell.
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Menagerie

M 0419 393 122

Some of you may have seen the
travelling exhibition “Menagerie” that
features indigenous animal sculpture.
Our gallery seems to have its own
menagerie with owls from Tiwi artist
Patrick Freddy Puruntatameri, Dennis
Nona’s stingrays and turtle, David
Wallace’s bush turkey, crow man and
crested pigeon – it goes on! If you
need an additional low maintenance
pet then let us help you!
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New works

In recent days we’ve had new paintings in from Ros
Langford and Julian Oates – but now both have
sold. However there are always new pieces arriving
– including Kudditji Kngwarreye, Karina Coombes
and David Wallace. Keep an eye on our stock works
web pages.

Busy Hobart

It’s been flat out here over the past few weeks with
locals finding time to visit the gallery and beat the
yachties from the Rolex Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race
to the best of our stock. Heaps more visitors from
many parts of the globe have called in so we have kept
the freight companies busy! It was an honour to supply
a painting for the retirement of one of the senior Rolex
executives recently.

Local artists

Ros Langford’s graduation exhibition
“Skin to Blanket” was a huge
success and her works continue to
keep finding new homes. The Oates
family and Mick Quilliam have been
kept busy – particularly with smaller
paintings. These are very affordable
and make great gifts! Let us know if
you’d like selection details.

Lance Peck

AM 7496/10
Lance Peck
Lake Maitland 2010
Acrylic on canvas 1105 x 1205mm $10800
Kundarmarraka Rockhole, also known as Lake Maitland, east/west of Willuna. This is the country painted
by Lance. Rich with creek inlets, claypans, food plains and abundant bushfoods which grow on the
banks of the lake. Lance says that this country is rich with gold and is his family’s native title land.

